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and transportation of increasing renew-
able and clean energy, which is intermit-
tently generated at remote areas, require 
more inexpensive rechargeable battery 
systems.[3] Safe, high-energy-density, and 
low-cost next-generation rechargeable 
batteries are in strong pursuit.[4] Never-
theless, the specific energy of state-of-the-
art commercial Li-ion batteries cannot 
satisfy the increasing demand owing to 
the limited theoretical specific energy.[5] 
The theoretical specific energy of pre-
sent Li-ion batteries is approximately 
350  Wh kg−1 based on a 18  650 cell con-
figuration, in which graphite is employed 
as anode and transition metal oxides as 
cathode.[6] To achieve a higher specific 
energy, next-generation batteries based 
on different energy chemistries have been 
proposed, among which Li metal bat-
teries are reviving and attracting signifi-
cant attention from both academia and 
industry.[7] Undoubtedly, innovations and 
breakthroughs in Li metal batteries with 
higher specific energies rely on the com-
prehensive understanding of the oper-
ating principles and failure mechanisms 
of working batteries, which ensure the 

rational design of energy materials and accelerate the pace of 
research and development.[8]

Generally, energy materials, such as electrodes, electro-
lytes, and interfaces, are highly reactive and sensitive to air 
and electron beam, especially after repeated cycling. This 
prevents us from accurately acquiring their credible structure, 
chemical information, and evolution behavior, resulting in a 
low-efficiency trial-and-error research paradigm.[9] Li metal is 
intrinsically highly reactive, and the characterization of Li metal 
is challenging.[10] When it is exposed to air at room tempera-
ture, especially moist air, the surface of Li metal is covered with 
Li2O, Li3N, and Li2CO3, passivating the original fresh Li surface 
and interfering with the assessment of results.[9a,11] When it is 
exposed to high-energy electron beams at room temperature, Li 
metal transmutes owing to its low melting point; therefore, it 
cannot preserve its original structure.[12] Owing to its high reac-
tivity, Li metal can react with electrolytes to obtain a solid electro-
lyte interphase (SEI) in a working battery.[13] The homogeneity of 
an SEI directly dictates the uniformity of deposited Li and hence 
the Coulombic efficiency and safety of batteries.[14] An SEI forms 
on the surface of anode materials operating at low potentials and 
significantly affects the performance of batteries.[15] However, 
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1. Introduction

The commercialization of rechargeable lithium-ion (Li-ion) 
batteries is resulting in a wireless and nonfossil society, which 
has reshaped our daily lives significantly.[1] Currently, the rapid 
developments of portable and wearable electronics, electrical 
vehicles, and smart grids are necessitating safer and more high-
energy-density secondary batteries.[2] Moreover, the storage 
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an SEI is in a metastable state and sensitive to the surrounding, 
such as air and electron beams. The formation and evolution 
of SEIs are still unclear owing to challenges in characteriza-
tion, thereby hindering the rational design of present Li-ion 
batteries and next-generation Li metal batteries.[15a,16] Similarly, 
the cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI) is essential but impres-
sionable.[17] Therefore, it is indispensable to collect the intrinsic 
information of energy materials while preserving the original 
state in the absence of contamination or destruction.

Cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) was initially estab-
lished by Glaeser and Taylor in 1974[18] and credited by the 2017 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Cryo-EM is a well-established charac-
terization technique in biological sciences for investigating the 
structure of biological materials.[19] The original morphology 
and structure of biomaterials can be well preserved at cryogenic 
temperatures. Inspired by the successful utilization of cryo-EM 
in biological sciences, researchers have extended its applications 
to investigate other beam and air-sensitive materials, such as 
polymers[20] and nanomaterials.[21] Cryo-EM not only inhibits the 
damage of sensitive materials from air and electron beams during 
sample transfer and characterization, but also preserves their 
intrinsic structures, which enables us to image them at the micro/
nano/atomic scale.[22] Recently, cryo-EM has been introduced to 
analyze energy materials.[23] Owing to the prominent advantages 
of cryo-EM, air-reactive, and beam-intolerant electrodes and the 
corresponding post-reaction components, such as Li metal, SEI, 
CEI, and other energy materials, have been widely investigated in 
recent years (Figure 1). Cryo-EM is a powerful tool to disclose the 
underlying mechanism of energy materials and provide guidance 
for the rational design of next-generation batteries.

Herein, we first describe the critical sample preparation 
method as the precondition for cryo-EM, which strongly dic-
tates the accuracy of cryo-EM characterizations. The recent pro-
gresses in analyzing energy materials, especially bulk electrodes 
and interfaces in Li metal batteries, are presented in terms of 
different functions of cryo-EM. Finally, the future directions of 
cryo-EM in analyzing energy materials are proposed.

2. Sample Preparation and Transfer for Cryo-EM

Generally, both cryo-focused ion beam (cryo-FIB) and cryo-
genic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) can be 
used to characterize energy materials at cryogenic tempera-
tures according to the resolution demand. For instance, the 
cross-sectional image of deposited Li can be recorded to eval-
uate its internal information at the microscale by cryo-FIB and 
characterize the fine structures of SEI and crystalline Li at the 
nanoscale by cryo-TEM. The sample preparation methods and 
transfer processes are crucial as the preceding processes before 
sample characterization. Appropriate methods can avoid direct 
contacts between samples with air or heat to obtain pristine 
information.[24] Three main methods are summarized as follows.

2.1. Bulk Materials at Microscale

To assess the density of deposited bulk Li, thickness of dead 
Li, and artificial coating on bulk Li, cross-sectional images with 
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microscale resolution is required. Cross-sectional images of 
deposited bulk Li on Cu foil obtained by cutting with a knife 
are primarily recorded in standard SEM at room temperature, 
during which the original morphology is destroyed. Cryo-FIB 
can cut the bulk Li metal anode and expose its fresh section by 
high-energy gallium (Ga) ion flux milling and simultaneously 
probe the morphology by secondary electron or backscatter elec-
tron imaging at the microscale (Figure 2a). The sample placed 
in a cryo-FIB system is in thermal contact with a cryo-stage 
under continuous chilled nitrogen gas cooling and remains 
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at a stable cryogenic temperature for several hours.[25] There-
fore, the pristine state of the sample features can be preserved 
after ion milling. On the contrary, routine FIB used to cut Li 
metal induces deleterious morphological modifications of Li 
at room temperature during milling owing to the low melting 
point, large thermal conductivity, and low shear modulus of 
Li. Additionally, the ion damage of energy materials, such as 
ion implantation, lattice damage, and crystal transformation 
stemmed from Ga ion milling is serious at room temperature.

2.2. Bulk Materials at Nanoscale

Cryo-TEM can capture high-resolution images less than 0.3 nm. 
However, it is still a challenging to prepare air or heat-sensitive 
bulk samples with a small size (<100 nm) on a contamination-
free TEM grid.[6a,26] Cryo-FIB is a powerful tool for trimming 
bulk materials to a slice that is then mounted onto a TEM grid 
(Figure 2b).[27] Cryo-FIB, benefitting from the low-temperature 
surrounding as above stated, can curtail the bulk samples to the 
required size by Ga ion milling without beam damage. Subse-
quently, the as-obtained slice with well-maintained interfaces 
between the electrode material and liquid electrolyte can be 
installed on a transfer holder and further transferred to cryo-
TEM for characterization.[28] However, it will suffer inevitable 
air access during the vacuum chamber pressure loss of cryo-
FIB when transferring grids from cryo-FIB to cryo-TEM, which 
inextricably affects the components, contents, and even SEI 

thickness, such as through the formation of LiCO3, Li2O, and 
LiH, which interferes the characterization accuracy.

2.3. Nanomaterials at Nanoscale

Except the slice milling and transfer method by cryo-FIB, 
mounting air-sensitive nanomaterials to a TEM grid without 
artifacts is difficult. The developed in situ growth of energy 
materials (such as Li[22a] and Si[29]) on a TEM grid is a practical 
approach to alleviate the damage or contamination of sam-
ples and maintain their intrinsic nature compared with other 
multistep fabrication and transfer processes.[30] For instance, Li 
metal can be directly deposited on a TEM grid in a coin cell 
(Figure  2c). The grid is removed from a cell and sealed in a 
glovebox. Subsequently, the grid is transferred to a TEM room 
for installation on a TEM transfer holder. Two types of transfer 
holders exist, including cryo and cooling holders.[12,22a] When 
using a cryo transfer holder, the TEM grid installation process 
should be operated in liquid nitrogen (N2) such that the sample 
remains frozen and to reduce the sample reactivity. The grid 
can be sealed in an Eppendorf tube, which can be conveniently 
transferred and plunged into a bath of liquid N2 and easily 
crashed for quick exposure at cryogenic temperatures without 
direct contact with air.[12] The morphology of the deposited Li 
and the as-formed SEI on the Li surface after cycling can be 
detected. However, some loose deposited Li and unstable sur-
face SEIs can dissolve into liquid N2 at the frozen specimen 
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Figure 1. The summary of cryo-EM in analyzing energy materials in a historical scope. Cryo-EM (cryo-TEM) was initially developed in 1974[18] and first 
applied to analyze energy materials (Li[12] metal and SEI[12,22a]) until 2017. The CEI on transition metal oxide cathode was captured and identified by 
cryo-TEM in 2018[53] and in the same year, LiH was confirmed as a type of Li dendrite via cryo-STEM.[28a] After that, the CEI in Li–S batteries was char-
acterized by cryo-TEM in 2019.[54] Cryo-SEM/FIB was also employed to characterize the energy materials in recent years, such as the battery slurry[60] 
and Li metal anode[61] in 2015 and 2019, respectively. The significant discoveries of cryo-EM in analyzing energy materials are mushrooming and great 
breakthroughs in the development of battery will come by the accurate diagnosis and feedback of cryo-EM.
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stage, which interferes the accuracy of the experimental results. 
Moreover, crystalline water generates inevitably when the 
sample is in contact with liquid N2, and it will be introduced 
during grid transfer processes. Operating a cooling holder 
is easy, and the sample is cooled down immediately after the 
holder is inserted into the TEM chamber. It is noteworthy that 
both sample installation and transfer processes should be pro-
tected in an argon (Ar) atmosphere in a glovebox, glovebag, or 
other Ar-filled containers.[22a,30] The cooling holder can avoid 
the ingress of air and liquid N2 is protected on the sample. This 
reduces the potential damage of the Li metal and other sensi-
tive components on the electrode. These two types of holders 
have been proven to possess good practicability. However, a 
holder that can concurrently avoid sample exposure to air and 
achieve rapid cooling should be focused in further research and 
development, which is expected to simplify the operation proce-
dures and achieve nondestructive transfer processes.

3. High-Resolution Characterization by Cryo-TEM

TEM has been widely applied to investigate energy materials.[31] 
Crystal and amorphous components and their corresponding 
distributions can be identified based on image contrasting, 
crystalline lattice spacing, selected area electron diffraction 
(SAED), and fast Fourier transform (FFT) coupled with TEM. 
Combining the advantages above and cryogenic conditions, 

cryo-TEM can be used to capture the crystalline structure of Li 
dendrites and the composition information of SEI at nano and 
atomic scale resolutions.

3.1. Atomic Resolution of Li Metal Dendrites

It is important to investigate the intrinsic growth behavior of Li 
metal, which exhibits a direct correlation with the cycling effi-
ciency and stability of a working battery. Li metal is highly reac-
tive at room temperature. During sample transfer, Li suffers 
from corrosion by water and oxygen upon brief air exposure.[32] 
In addition, weak atomic bonding and low melting point cause 
Li metal to be extremely unstable under electron beams.[33] 
Cui and co-workers demonstrated that the air-exposed Li den-
drites exhibited polycrystalline artifacts in standard TEM, and 
burned holes appeared after a transitory exposure to electron 
beams (Figure  3a).[34] Li dendrites can preserve their original 
structural and chemical information at cryogenic temperatures 
owing to the low reactivity between Li metal and liquid N2 and 
suppressed heat accumulation under electron beam irradia-
tion. Therefore, it is possible to directly visualize Li metal with 
an atomic resolution of 0.7 Å by spherical-aberration-corrected 
TEM at cryogenic temperatures. The atomic-resolution obser-
vation of Li metal was achieved (Figure  3b) and the growth 
direction of Li dendrites in carbonate-based electrolytes (eth-
ylene carbonate/diethyl carbonate, EC/DEC) was identified 
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Figure 2. Schematic of the processes of sample preparation for cryo-EM. a) The cross-sectional area of bulk energy material was obtained by Ga ions 
milling and characterized in cryo-FIB at microscale. b) Trimming the bulk material into a thin slice by cryo-FIB and transferring it to cryo-TEM for a 
nanoscale characterization. c) The nanomaterial obtained by in situ deposition or growth in TEM grid and captured at nanoscale by cryo-TEM. The 
cryo transfer holder should be cooled by liquid N2 previously and the grid is sealed with a closed shuttle before transferring into TEM. While using the 
cooling holder, the grid is protected by Ar without liquid N2.
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(Figure  3c).[12] The cryo-TEM images of Li dendrites show a 
lighter contrast than standard TEM images owing to the single 
crystal feature of deposited Li dendrites. The nanowires of Li 
dendrites exhibited a body-centered cubic crystal structure and 
grew along three primary directions of <111>, <110>, and <211> 
in EC/DEC electrolyte to reduce the surface energy by exposure 
the most densely packed {110} planes (Figure 3c).

3.2. Chemistries of SEI

The SEI located on the surface of the anode exhibits electron-
insulative and ionic-conductive properties, which are gener-
ated by reactions between the electrolyte and Li metal. The SEI 
on the Li metal anode plays an indispensable role in dictating 
the Li plating pattern. However, information regarding the SEI 
component in batteries is insufficient.[35] The structure and 
composition of the SEI strongly relies on the formulation of 
electrolytes, including solvents, Li salts, and additives.[36] How-
ever, owing to the air- and beam-sensitive features, it is chal-
lenging to capture the original morphology, composition, and 
chemical distributions of the SEI through routine characteriza-
tions.[37] Therefore, cryo-TEM is applied to mitigate the prob-
lems above.

The presence of fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) additives in 
an EC/DEC electrolyte can significantly improve the cycling per-
formance of a Li metal anode.[38] Cui and co-workers employed 
cryo-TEM to investigate the structure and composition of SEIs 
formed in different electrolytes to disclose the role of FEC addi-
tives.[12] The SEI generated in standard EC/DEC electrolytes 
is composed of small inorganic crystalline domains (Li2O and 
Li2CO3) randomly embedded into amorphous organic polymer 
matrices, which is called a mosaic nanostructure (Figure 4a).[39] 
However, when FEC additives are added, an ordered SEI 

nanostructure with a bilayer nanostructure containing an inner 
amorphous polymer matrix and an outer inorganic layer (Li2O, 
Li2CO3 and possible LiF) is confirmed, as evident through 
cryo-TEM images. The bilayer nanostructure is consistent 
with the multilayer SEI structure proposed by Aurbach and 
co-workers.[40] However, the orders of inorganic and organic 
layers are opposite. It is widely accepted that the presence of 
LiF in SEIs formed by FEC additives is important for the per-
formance improvement of Li metal anodes owing to its high 
surface energy and stability. Meng et al. captured the presence 
of crystalline LiF in the SEI of Li metal anodes based on cryo-
TEM.[22a] FFT pattern revealed two clear and bright spots with 
0.2  nm lattice spacing in the SEI region, which is consistent 
with the lattice distance of LiF (200) (Figure 4b). Moreover, the 
fine structure of the F K-edge obtained from electron energy 
loss spectroscopy (EELS) under the freezing condition further 
confirmed the contribution of LiF in the SEI.

Cryo-TEM affords a reliable visual evidence regarding the 
formation of distinct structures of SEIs with FEC additives in 
carbonate-based electrolytes. The ordered bilayer SEI nano-
structure can offer enhanced mechanical durability than normal 
mosaic SEIs, rendering it more effective in passivating Li metal 
and hence improved cycling performances and high Coulombic 
efficiency (CE) in cells.[12] Recently, Cui and co-workers demon-
strated that a bilayer SEI nanostructure can be generated on Li 
metal anodes by adding lithium nitrate (LiNO3) additives in car-
bonate-based electrolytes (EC/DEC), as confirmed through cryo-
TEM.[41] The bilayer SEI comprised highly ordered crystalline 
Li2O in the outer layer and an amorphous matrix in the inner 
layer with scattered Li2O and Li2CO3 (Figure 5a). Despite sim-
ilar bilayer SEI films on the surface of the Li metal anode, the 
nucleation of Li changes from dendritic to spherical by the elab-
orate detection of cryo-TEM when changing the additives from 
FEC to LiNO3 in carbonate-based electrolytes. The intrinsic 
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Figure 3. a) TEM images of Li dendrites after exposure to electron dose rate of ≈500 e Å−2 s−1 for ≈1 s at room temperature and after continuous 
electron-beam irradiation of 10 min at a dose rate of ≈50 e Å−2 s−1. b) Atomic-resolution cryo-TEM images of Li metal. c) The cryo-TEM images, cor-
responding SAED pattern of Li dendrites, and their statistic preferred growth directions. a–c) Reproduced with permission.[12] Copyright 2017, The 
Authors, published by AAAS.
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difference of Li deposition morphology closely depends on the 
physicochemical properties of the SEI, such as ion transport 
kinetics and interfacial energy, which should be further inves-
tigated according to the results of cryo-TEM. The formation of 
spherical morphology of the deposited Li metal also occurred in 
the electrolyte of 1.0 m lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulphonyl)
imide (LiTFSI) dissolved in 1,3-dioxolane/1,2-dimethoxyethane 
(DOL/DME) as a solvent with 1% LiNO3 additive. Furthermore, 
the size of the deposited Li particles and the corresponding 
SEI nanostructures are closely dependent on temperature, as 
revealed by cryo-TEM.[42] The formed deposited Li particles 
at high temperatures are larger than those at room tempera-
ture owing to the faster charge transfer and smaller overpo-
tential at elevated temperatures. Additionally, a thicker and 
inverse-layered SEI formed at high temperatures, which differ 
significantly from the amorphous SEI generated at room tem-
perature. Furthermore, the types and concentration of electro-
lytes affected the formation of the bilayer SEI. When a high 
concentration electrolyte of 10 m lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)
imide (LiFSI) in dimethyl carbonate (DMC) was used, the sur-
face of a wrinkled graphene cage matrix can form the ordered 
bilayer SEI after Li deposition (Figure 5b).[43] The SEI is com-
posed of a Li2O-rich outer layer and a polymerized inner layer, 
which is similar to the SEI formed in 1.0 m lithium hexafluo-
rophosphate (LiPF6) with EC/DEC solvent and FEC additives. 

The cryo-TEM images reveal a much thinner SEI owing to the 
decreased reactive reduction of FSI− anions around the surface 
of graphene in high concentrations instead of that of DMC 
solvents. Consequently, the cycling performance of a battery is 
better than that in LiPF6 with EC/DEC solvent and 10% FEC 
as well as 1% vinylene carbonate (VC) additives. However, the 
formation mechanism of the ordered bilayer SEI in electro-
lyte remains vague. Therefore, more studies are necessitated 
to resolve the different SEI structures formed through various 
energy chemistries in operating electrolytes.

3.3. Correlation between Li Utilization and SEI Chemistries

The structure and composition of the SEI are highly dependent 
on the stripping process of the deposited Li, which conse-
quently dictates the utilization efficiency of the Li metal anode. 
An SEI with different distributions of crystalline grains can 
regulate the ion transport behavior in special regions along the 
dendrites, which is attributed to space-charge effects[44] or the 
affinity between the functional groups on the surface of the SEI 
and the solvents and anions in the electrolyte;[45] this further 
determines the uniformity of Li stripping. The role of an SEI 
nanostructure in Li stripping has been recently reported by 
Li et al[46] Cryo-TEM was employed to characterize the functions 
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Figure 4. a) High-resolution TEM images of the SEI on the surface of Li metal in standard electrolyte and the electrolyte with FEC additives. Reproduced 
with permission.[12] Copyright 2017, The Authors, published by AAAS. b) Cryo-TEM images with FFT pattern and EELS spectra of deposited Li formed 
in EC/DEC electrolyte. Reproduced with permission.[22a] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.
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of two distinct SEIs (bilayer and mosaic structures), and their 
nanostructures were correlated with the performances of Li 
metal batteries (Figure  6a). The mosaic nanostructured SEI 
composed of nanocrystalline components of Li2O and Li2CO3 
with higher ionic conductivity but nonuniform distribution 
can form notches on the surface of the stripped dendrites at 
high concentration regions. The notches can completely evolve 
into cleavages as the nonuniform stripping process continues, 
resulting in an electronic disconnection of partial Li metal in 
the dendrites, which can be clearly captured by cryo-TEM. By 
contrast, a bilayer nanostructured SEI with a uniform crystal-
line grain concentration in any region can promote a com-
plete stripping of Li along the dendrites, resulting in less dead 
Li generation. In addition, Meng and co-workers described 
that the content of inactive (dead) Li may depend on the mor-
phology of deposited Li or Li dendrites.[47] Cryo-TEM images 

showed that the formed whisker morphology of deposited Li 
with large tortuosity in a practical carbonate electrolyte (CCE) 
exhibited a high content of dead Li, resulting in a low first-cycle 
CE. The inactive Li formed in CCE after stripping was isolated 
by the surrounding SEI and retained a whisker-like morphology 
(Figure 6b). However, dense Li with a chunky morphology and 
a low tortuosity content of metallic Li in a high-concentration 
electrolyte (HCE) maintained the structural connection and 
intimate contacts with the current collectors, resulting in little 
dead Li reservation and a high CE.

Chueh and co-workers employed cryo-TEM to investigate 
the evolution of a mosaic SEI formed on a carbon black anode 
during cycling to provide visual evidence for the effect of a 
general mosaic-nanostructured SEI on battery cycling perfor-
mance in EC/DEC electrolyte (Figure  7a).[48] The amorphous 
SEI can form on carbon black after one cycle. However, two 
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Figure 5. a) Cryo-TEM images and the corresponding schematics of SEI structure formed on the surface of Li metal in EC/DEC electrolyte with LiNO3 
additives. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/).[41] Copyright 2018, the Authors, Published by Springer Nature. b) Cryo-TEM images of the wrinkled graphene cages and the corresponding 
schematics of SEI after Li metal deposition using the electrolyte of 1 m LiPF6 in EC/DEC with 10% FEC and 1% VC additives, and 10 m LiFSI in DMC 
without any additives. Reproduced with permission.[43] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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vastly contrasting morphologies of SEIs generated on separate 
carbon black nanoparticles after 20 cycles, including a compact 
SEI of thickness 5 nm and an extended SEI layer of ≈100 nm. 
The compact SEI comprised inorganic components (Li2O, 
LiOH, and Li2CO3) distributed in an amorphous matrix to form 
the mosaic-structured SEI, while the extended SEI contained 
no crystalline component and spanned a much large length 
scale, binding among many electrode particles. The extended 
SEI can reduce the electrode porosity and increase the overpo-
tential for the ion transportation; however, it exhibits poor pas-
sivation, owing to the lack of low-conductive and high dielectric 
crystalline components.[49] The SEI nanostructure evolving over 
the voltage change on the electrode materials is critical. Cui and 
co-workers recently observed the voltage-dependent, stepwise 
evolution of an SEI nanostructure on CuO nanowires during 
the initial charge of batteries through cryo-TEM.[50] The thick-
ness of the SEI increased continuously during discharge in EC/
DEC electrolyte with FEC additives, accompanied with crystal-
line grains of Li2O/Li2CO3 nucleating at 0.5 V and the forma-
tion of a bilayer nanostructured SEI at 0 V (Figure 7b). When 
the potential was further reduced to below 0 V, the deposited Li 
exhibited a much thicker SEI with a significant growth in the 
amorphous component, indicating the continuous electrochem-
ical decomposition of the electrolyte under the overpotential of 

Li deposition. This illustrated that the bilayer nanostructured 
SEI formed in the carbonate-based electrolyte was penetrable 
to the electrolyte. Therefore, although a significantly improved 
cycling performance was achieved in the carbonate-based 
electrolyte with FEC additives, partial capacity attenuation 
appeared. Cryo-TEM enabled the unambiguous observation of 
the structure and chemical components of the SEI at various 
discharged voltages, highlighting the necessity for a well pas-
sivated and effective SEI.

3.4. Artificial SEI Layer

Recently, artificial SEI layers have been widely investigated 
owing to their ability to inhibit the growth of Li dendrites 
and further improve the cycling performance of Li metal 
batteries. Many coating strategies, such as gas phase reac-
tion, solution processes, or atomic layer deposition have 
been introduced to generate an artificial layer on the sur-
face of Li, which yielded significant improvement in battery 
performance.[51] Recently, Meng and co-workers described a 
lithium methyl carbonate (LMC) coating layer on the surface 
of Cu and achieved enhanced Li deposition performance in 
the electrolyte of lithium iodide dissolved in EC/DMC mixed 
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Figure 6. a) Cryo-TEM images and schematics of the typical formation of a Li metal dendrite, stripping and redeposited in EC/DEC electrolyte and 
EC/DEC electrolyte with 10 vol% FEC additives. Reproduced with permission.[46] Copyright 2018, Elsevier. b) Cryo-TEM images and schematics of the 
formed residual dead Li after stripping process in different electrolytes. Reproduced with permission.[47] Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.
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solvents. Cryo-TEM proved that LMC is the only chemical 
species coating on Li, promoting an agglomerated Li depo-
sition rather than dendritic Li (Figure 8a).[30] Wang and co-
workers synthesized an artificial molecular-level SEI derived 
by a reactive polymer composite (RPC) as SEI precursors.[52] 
The special SEI nanostructure with excellent passivation 
properties, homogeneity, and mechanical strength effectively 
suppressed electrolyte consumption. Cryo-TEM displayed 
three layers recognized: unreacted RPC, RPC-derived SEI, 
and Li. The RPC-derived SEI was composed of major amor-
phous polymeric Li salt components with GO nanosheets 
and LiF nanoparticles. This artificially homogeneous and 
dense SEI nanostructure shown from cryo-TEM images dif-
fered from the routine electrolyte-derived SEI with multi-
layered or porous nanostructure, which contributed to the 
effective suppression of Li dendrite growth and enhanced 
SEI stability.

3.5. Cathode Electrolyte Interphase

The cathodes in Li-ion battery present interfacial problems 
owing to the formation of the CEI by electrolyte oxidation at 
high voltages. The nanostructure and composition of the CEI 
affects the cycling performance and the CE of cathodes. Cryo-
TEM is important for the accurate measurement of the pris-
tine structure of the CEI and reveals the relevance between the 
CEI and cathode performance. Recently, Xu and co-workers 
investigated a carbonate-free electrolyte system based on a 
single sulfone solvent combined with LiFSI to achieve a high-
voltage cathode (LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4).[53] Cryo-TEM confirmed that 
the structure of the CEI formed in the carbonate-based elec-
trolyte exhibited significant variations in thickness and uni-
formity with open sections of minimal coverage, resulting in 
a significantly thick CEI and a partially direct exposure of a 
LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 surface to the electrolyte (Figure 8b). Conversely, 
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Figure 7. a) Schematics and cryo-TEM images of different types of SEI formed on the surface of carbon black anode after cycling. Reproduced with 
permission.[48] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. b) Cryo-TEM images and illustrations of the structural evolution of the SEI nanostructure 
formed on CuO at different potentials and Li metal deposition in EC/DEC with 10% FEC additives. Reproduced with permission.[50] Copyright 2019, 
American Chemical Society.
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the CEI formed on LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 particles in LiFSI-sulfone 
electrolyte appeared much more uniform in thickness and con-
formal in surface coverage, which provided strong evidence of 
improved performance toward the high interfacial stability of 
new LiFSI-sulfone electrolytes. Liu and co-workers discovered 
that the sulfurized polyacrylonitrile (SPAN) cathode in Li–S bat-
tery could form a CEI on the surface in a high-concentration 
ether-based electrolyte with LiTFSI and LiNO3 as co-salts.[54] A 
crystalline CEI of SPAN with LiF and LiNO2 was first observed 
by cryo-TEM (Figure 8c), explaining the stable cycling of SPAN 
in ether-based electrolytes derived by the protection of crystal-
line CEI to avoid the exposure of discharge products of SPAN 
to large amounts of electrolyte and suppress the formation of 
soluble polysulfide species.

4. Component Analysis by Cryo-STEM with X-Ray 
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy and EELS
Cryo-TEM is a powerful technique to investigate the struc-
ture and chemical composition of SEIs formed on the sur-
face of electrode materials. However, the high-resolution of 
elemental variety, distribution, and quantitative analysis of 
the SEI and some sensitive electrode materials are difficult to 
determine through cryo-TEM. Cryo-scanning transmission 
electron microscopy (cryo-STEM) coupled with X-ray energy 
dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) or EELS can overcome these 
issues. STEM can be used to collect high-resolution Z-contrast 
images and synchronously capture XEDS or EELS information 

for every pixel. The morphology and elemental composition 
information of samples are obtained for each pixel. Moreover, 
cryo-STEM using low accelerating voltages can further reduce 
the damage of samples from electron beams as well as deliver 
improved image contrasts through a high-angle detector.[55] 
Compared with other element analysis methods, such as X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy, cryo-STEM coupled with XEDS or 
EELS can accurately characterize the chemical composition and 
distribution information of air- and temperature-sensitive mate-
rials under frozen conditions, avoiding potential destruction 
of samples by direct air exposure at room temperature during 
transfer processes.

Recently, Kourkoutis and co-workers identified that two types 
of Li dendrites coexisted on a Li anode in EC/DMC electrolyte 
through cryo-STEM and EELS.[28a] By investigating the chem-
ical mapping of solid–liquid interfaces, two types of dendrites 
with distinct structures and compositions were captured. The 
cryo-STEM images and EELS mapping revealed an extended 
SEI (300–500 nm thick) with increased concentration of oxygen 
and Li compared with the electrolyte, and no fluorine appeared 
on the surface of type I dendrites (Figure 9a), while type II SEI 
exhibited thin, carbon-free, lithium and oxygen-rich coating 
layers. LiH appeared in almost all parts of type II dendrites, but 
small LiH regions appeared on type I dendrites. Insights into 
the formation of different types of Li dendrites from cryo-STEM 
provide emerging understanding of solid–liquid interface for-
mation and its association with battery performance.

Characterizing the distribution of S in the host materials 
is essential to evaluate the homogeneity of S/host composites 
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Figure 8. a) Cryo-TEM images and corresponding FFT patterns of CH3OCO2Li coating protection layer on the surface of Cu after Li plating. Reproduced 
with permission.[30] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. b) The cryo-TEM images of CEI on LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 particle after 50 cycles using LiPF6-
EC/EMC and LiFSI-sulfone electrolytes. Reproduced with permission.[53] Copyright 2018, Elsevier. c) The cryo-TEM image and corresponding SAED 
image of SPAN as cathode in Li–S batteries covered with a CEI layer. Reproduced with permission.[54] Copyright 2019, Elsevier.
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owing to its effect on the performance of Li–S batteries.[56] 
Designing appropriate composites coupling host mate-
rials with uniformly distributed S and detecting their hybrid 
patterns under microscopically are important.[57] However, 
S is inclined to sublimate under the high vacuum conditions 
of an electron microscope sample chamber, resulting in the 
loss of S from the composite cathode or the redistribution of 
S within a composite cathode.[58] Additionally, the sublima-
tion of S in the vacuum chamber can pollute the electron 
microscope and reduce its service life. By contrast, cryo-EM 
can authentically characterize the distribution of S in the com-
posites by suppressing the sublimation of S and further avoid 
the potential damages of electron microscopy. Recently, Levin 
and co-workers enabled the reliable distribution of S in various 
types of carbon/S composites through cryo-STEM and demon-
strated that uniform S infiltration and dispersion through the 
melt infusion method was easier in activated porous carbon 
hosts than in nonactivated porous carbon, hollow carbon 
spheres, and carbon nanotubes (Figure 9b).[59]

The introduction of cryo-STEM for reliable characteriza-
tions of sulfur distribution in different host materials provides 
valuable insights into the design of advanced cathodes in Li–S 
batteries. However, hitherto, the atomic details and structure 
changes of S and intermediate polysulfides during charge and 
discharge processes have not been visualized by cryo-EM. Fur-
ther visualization of the chemical and structure information at 
the nanoscale should be performed.

5. Microstructural Characterization by Cryo-FIB

Cryo-TEM can provide high-resolution images and insights 
into the composition and structure of the SEI and the struc-
ture of deposited Li at the nanoscale. However, samples used in 
cryo-TEM must be extremely thin (<100 nm). Complicated pre-
treatment processes for traditional bulk materials or cycled bulk 
Li metals are required. Cryo-FIB has been further developed to 
characterize air- and heat-sensitive energy materials, especially 
their cross sections after Ga ion milling at submicron or micron 
scales.[60] Coupled with EDX analysis, the chemical composition 
and element content of target samples can be obtained. Com-
pared with standard FIB or SEM, cryo-FIB can more accurately 
capture the pristine structure and chemical distribution of 
energy materials. Recently, Meng and co-workers visualized 
contrasting cross-sectional images of bulk Li metal after milling 
treatments at cryogenic and room temperatures (Figure 10a).[61] 
Bulk Li metal is likely to undergo local evaporation at room 
temperature and high vacuum conditions (10−6 mbar), in 
which a network of SEI shell, twisty Li metal, and mossy Li 
are retained. By contrast, a dense and uniform morphology of 
bulk Li can be preserved in the pristine state after the milling 
processes performed using cryo-FIB.

The correlation between battery performance and interface 
structure is an important factor, as stated above. Archer and co-
workers designed a solid–solid interface with fast ion transport 
by depositing an electrochemically active metal (such as Sn, 
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Figure 9. a) Cryo-STEM images and the corresponding EELS elemental mappings, low-loss EELS spectra of the two different types of dendrites.  
Reproduced with permission.[28a] Copyright 2019, Springer Nature. b) Cryo-STEM images showing the elemental distribution between activated porous 
carbon with S and nonactivated porous carbons with S. Reproduced with permission.[59] Copyright 2017, Cambridge University Press.
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In, or Si) on a reactive alkali metal electrode.[62] Cryo-FIB was 
employed to capture the surface and cross-sectional morphology 
of deposited Li and interfacial compositions were analyzed 
simultaneously. The captured special multilayer SEI structure 
included a frozen electrolyte in the top layer, tin-rich middle 
layer, and bottom Li metal layer. The Sn–Li anode revealed 
a uniform distribution of Sn nanoparticles on the surface of 
Li without any Li dendrite formation, which enables a high 
exchange of current density and stable long-term performance. 
Archer and co-workers designed a ceramic protective interface 
(Al2O3) for Li metal, exhibiting oxidative stability in both pro-
tonic and aprotic liquid electrolytes.[63] Cryo-FIB images revealed 
that the Al2O3 layer served as an effective artificial SEI in a poor 
SEI-forming propylene carbonate electrolyte (Figure  10b). The 
compact deposited Li anchored by the ceramic interphase was 
the source of enhanced stability of Li deposition and high CE of 
operating batteries.

6. Summary and Outlook

Cryo-EM provides an opportunity for analyzing energy mate-
rials precisely by avoiding potential disturbance from air or 
electron beams. A pristine sample free of contamination or 
damage can be successfully maintained, and the intrinsic 
information is available owing to the special sample prepa-
ration methods and characterization conditions at cryogenic 
temperatures of electron microscopy. In addition, cryo-TEM, 
STEM, and FIB are effective for acquiring multiscale and com-
plementary information of energy materials. Benefiting from 
the three main techniques developed, the growth behaviors of 
Li metal, the structure and components of SEIs on electrodes, 
and the distribution of S in the hosts were characterized 

closer to reality. Therefore, cryo-EM is a powerful tool for 
investigating the relation between the operating and failure 
mechanisms of a battery and the structure and components 
of electrodes, interfaces, and even electrolytes. Nonetheless, 
further studies are necessitated to provide a comprehensive 
and in-depth understanding of energy materials by cryo-EM 
(Figure 11).

Figure 10. a) Cryo-FIB images of the cross-section of commercial Li foil and deposited Li after milling treatment at room and cryogenic temperature. 
Reproduced with permission.[61] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. b) Schematic illustrations of the ultrathin oxide (Al2O3) artificial SEI on 
conductive substrate and the cross-sectional image of Al2O3-coated interphase. Reproduced with permission.[63] Copyright 2018, American Chemical 
Society.

Figure 11. Prospects for the future researches of cryo-EM in the field of 
secondary battery.
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1) Sample preparation and transfer. The sample preparation 
and transfer processes without specimen destruction and 
contamination are key to capture the intrinsic information 
of energy materials. The processes are crucial for cryo-TEM 
owing to the difficult manipulation of energy materials in a 
thin size with intrinsically air-sensitive features. Currently, 
the developed in situ preparation method involves the depo-
sition of Li metal on a TEM grid in a cell and then trans-
ferred by a cryo or cooling holder to cryo-TEM, which is an 
effective method to demonstrate the growth behaviors of Li 
as well as the components and structure of the SEI. How-
ever, the different structures between a TEM grid (Cu-based 
microgrid or lacey carbon grid) and a Cu current collector 
in a cell, such as the surface uniformity, can modulate the 
local current density and the distribution of electric field and 
ionic concentration, subsequently interfering the formation 
of deposited Li and SEI on a grid. Therefore, the consistency 
of Li deposition and the SEI between a grid and a planar Cu 
current collector or Li foil is the precondition for cryo-TEM 
characterization. Moreover, the generality of the selected area 
should be emphasized because the horizon in a cryo-TEM is 
only confined to the hole of a grid. When FIB is used to mill 
a sample for the characterization of bulk energy materials at 
the nanoscale, an advanced inert gas protection device for the 
fresh milled slice should be introduced to avoid a direct con-
tact of the slice with air during the transfer from cryo-FIB to 
cryo-TEM. Furthermore, the effects of liquid N2 at cryogenic 
temperatures on the structure of Li deposition as well as the 
components and structure of SEI should be considered. The 
current preparation and transfer processes for cryo-TEM can 
be further investigated and modified to accurately provide the 
pristine features of energy materials and further simplify the 
operation processes.

2) In situ equipment. In situ observations based on a cryo bias 
holder in cryo-TEM can dynamically capture the nucleation 
and growth of Li, the formation of the SEI, and the structure 
changes of other electrode materials.[64] The in situ detection 
of the intercalation process of Li ions into a graphite anode, 
the formation of the SEI, and Li precipitation on graphite 
provide opportunities to enhance the performance and safety 
of commercial Li-ion batteries. Advances in TEM in terms of 
resolution significantly benefit in situ characterizations. By 
combining with high-resolution three-dimensional recon-
struction techniques, the spatial distribution of components 
in SEIs and electrode materials can be visualized. Addition-
ally, developing cryo-TEM coupled with a spectrometer can 
yield the real-time structure evolution of energy materials 
and synchronous regional component analysis during oper-
ando experiments. Combining a cryogenic transmission elec-
tron microscope with an atomic force microscope cantilever 
or in situ mechanical testing equipment will be necessary in 
the future to characterize the mechanical properties of depos-
ited Li and SEIs to deepen the understanding of the growth 
behavior of Li dendrites and its relation with SEI properties. 
However, the cryogenic temperature is a significant chal-
lenge for the operation of typical instruments.

3) Interfaces. The interface is where electrochemical reactions 
occur in a battery, which dictates the operating and failure 
mechanisms of a battery significantly. The formation of an 

SEI (i.e., the interface between an anode and electrolyte) on a 
Li metal or other anode materials depends on the operation 
conditions of a battery. The roles of the types and amounts of 
solvents, Li salts, and additives, as well as temperature, cur-
rent density, pressure, and voltage in the components and 
structure of the SEI can be disclosed by cryo-EM. Moreover, 
the dynamic changes of an SEI upon cell operations must be 
fully understood. The CEI on a cathode also exists similarity. 
Furthermore, the crosstalk of dissolved species between an 
anode and cathode in a battery is an emerging topic in pre-
sent and next-generation batteries. For instance, the evolu-
tion of structure and composition of the SEI and CEI induced 
by the dissolution and shuttle effects of polysulfides in the  
S cathode or transition metal ions in the oxide cathode is gar-
nering increasing attention.

4) Cathodes. The structure change in the surface and bulk of the 
oxide cathode has been realized by routine electron micros-
copy. However, the potential effects of air and electron beams 
on the structure change remain vague. The pristine struc-
ture of the surface and bulk of the oxide cathode identified 
by cryo-EM verified the previous conclusions. Li–S battery is 
a promising next-generation battery. The conversion mecha-
nism of the S cathode during cycling is still ambiguous ow-
ing to the difficult detection of charge and discharge products 
and intermediates, such as polysulfides, which hinders the 
rational design of the S cathode severely. Cryo-EM is expected 
to contribute to the identification of partial intermediates and 
the corresponding distribution, which will result in a clear 
scenario related to the conversion of the S cathode.

5) Anodes. The unstable intermediates of anodes in Li-ion and 
other batteries during charging and discharging processes, 
such as LiCx and LixSi, can be confirmed at cryogenic condi-
tions. The changes in volume and morphology of the anode 
after cycling can be more accurately captured by cryo-EM 
owing to the reduced interference from sample melting by 
electron beam irradiation at cryogenic temperatures. Moreo-
ver, the nucleation, growth, and stripping of Li deposition can 
be recorded and compared in different electrolytes, current 
densities, temperatures, and pressures to provide a thorough 
understanding of the Li metal electrochemistry.

6) Electrolyte. The solvation of Li ions significantly affected 
the performance of Li metal battery. Limited by the present 
resolution and precision of cryo-EM, it is difficult to clearly 
capture the complex solvation structure of Li ions or other 
alkali metal ions. Owing to the rapid development of cryo-
EM techniques, these issues will be disclosed in the future. 
Additionally, the adsorption form of solvated Li ions on the 
electrode surface, especially on the SEI and different crystal 
planes of Li metal, as well as the desolvation pattern of Li ions 
can be potentially characterized by advanced cryo-EM.

In summary, many successful applications with respect 
to cryo-EM have been employed to analyze energy materials, 
which could overcome the vestigial key problems pertaining to 
batteries. Cryo-EM is a powerful tool for investigating the rela-
tionship between the operating and failure mechanisms of bat-
teries as well as the structure and components of electrodes, 
interfaces, and even electrolytes by preserving the pristine state 
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of air- and beam-sensitive energy materials. With the assistance 
of cryo-TEM, novel discoveries in battery studies are emerging, 
which challenge traditional approaches. Cryo-EM will continu-
ously provide new perspectives for battery studies and guide 
the rational design of energy materials for a sustainable society.
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